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Magnetic Solutions for Warehousing
Castle Rock, Colo., March 30, 2018 - Master Magnetics (The Magnet Source®) provides warehousing and distribution
solutions with a variety of workhorse magnets. Aimed at improving efficiency and safety, these magnetic solutions will
be on display at MODEX, booth B2650.
Magnetic Inventory Labeling Improves Accuracy
One effective way to improve warehousing accuracy and flexibility is using
repositionable magnetic inventory labels.
Magnetic Inventory Labels, ideal for efficient inventory control organization, are
available in four styles: magnetic data card holder kits, magnetic label holders
with clear plastic sleeves, magnetic strip with vinyl coating, and standard flexible
magnetic strip.
Easily repositionable and available in a range of widths and lengths, magnetic inventory labels hold pre-printed or
handwritten inventory labels. Use to hold data cards that contain important product information such as names, SKUs,
bar codes, prices, descriptions, and more.
When inventory changes or moves, relabeling is as quick and easy as repositioning the magnet. No time consuming
scraping off of stickers and no damage to warehouse racking.
NEW Sign Holders Provide Durable Solution
The extremely useful and popular Super Grip Magnetic
Sign Holders provide a simple method of attaching a sign
to metal racking. This channel magnet features a clear
acrylic grip that securely holds aisle, direction, or hazard
signs vertically or horizontally. With 60 lbs. pull strength,
these sign holders have the muscle to keep messaging
where it matters the most. The flexibility of the acrylic grip
provides added durability preventing the magnetic base
from being pulled out of place, so there is no concern with
hanging signs in high traffic areas.
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New magnetic sign protectors provide a simple method of labeling metal doors, work stations, equipment, and other
areas. Available in three sizes, these plastic protectors are backed with magnetic strip to strongly attach to most metal
surface. Easily reposition a variety of signs when and where they are needed. No messy tape residue left behind.
Ideal for temporary storage areas, signs needing extra protection, informational placards and more.
Magnetic Hooks Pull Their Strength in the Warehouse
A full line of magnetic hooks provides storage and safety options
in the warehouse. Available in a range of sizes and pull strengths
up to 65 lbs., magnetic hooks are a great choice for aisle and lane
chains; and storage of cables, chains, wires, tools, and other items;
and hanging and mounting of repositionable items like work lights
and fixtures.
Simple to move and reuse in various locations throughout
the warehouse, this line of magnetic hooks features different
attachments, including carabineers, key ring hooks, swivel hooks,
and reversible hooks.
Magnet Sweepers an Attractive Addition for MRO
Magnetic sweepers reduce the expense and danger associated with flat tires and injuries caused by nails, scrap iron
particles, welding remnants, wire, staples, tacks, and metal shavings.
Master Magnetics offers a complete line of magnetic sweepers featuring
push, hang or trailer-type styles. These super-powered, permanent
magnetic sweepers, ranging from 12 to 96 inches in width, are perfect
for the fast and efficient removal of hazardous scrap metal debris from
warehouses, loading docks, parking areas, runways, manufacturing and
shop areas, job sites, workshops, and other important traffic areas.
Learn more about magnetic solutions for warehousing and supply chain operations at MODEX booth B2650.

About Master Magnetics, Inc.
Founded in 1976 and located in Castle Rock, Colorado, Master Magnetics, Inc. manufactures and distributes all types of magnets
and magnetic devices for commercial, consumer and industrial use. Backed by over 40 years of industry excellence, The Magnet
Source® brand is a trademark of Master Magnetics, Inc. and represents exceptional quality, expertise and customer service. For
more information, call 800-525-3536 or visit magnetsource.com.
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